5.1. Conclusion

Communication is used by people everywhere anytime with everyone. It can be used in every place and condition such as in home, school, street, office and etc. It is like happened in this novel that took place in an office. One of novel that includes in address system is My Stupid Boss Novel. It tells about her Boss who is Stupid. The author calls the Boss is stupid because the Boss always gets troubles in his office and does some stupid things.

Based on the story in the novel above, the writer found Address system that is occured in some conversation and the narration. And then, it is divided into six terms. They are first person singular consists of Saya, Aku and Gue. But, based on the novel the writer just find Saya and Gue. It is used for pronoun his/her self and as pronoun Nickname. Saya usually used on formal condition that the person to talk is non-intimate. It is different with Gue, it is typically used on informal condition. Then, the person who is invited to speak is intimate or close friends. Saya and Gue are used by every people either man, woman, old or young. First person plural is used by own self and other person. It can be more than one. The
terms are Kami and Kita. Kami is used on formal condition and then the person who is invited to speak is non-intimate. While, for Kita is used on informal condition so the person who is invited to speak is intimate. Second person singular is used by a second person who is invited to speak. They use nickname, Bapak/Pak, Ibu/Bu and Kamu/Anda. Using Bapak/Pak, and Ibu/Bu terms usually is used on formal condition. It is also used for calling to higher position or older person. If Bapak/Pak term use for man who is married then if Ibu/Bu term use for woman who is married too. While, for calling nickname and Kamu/Anda. It is used on the informal condition. It is also used for all people who are younger. For second person plural is used by more than one second person who is invited to speak. It is Kalian. It can be use in formal and casual condition and to all people and age. Third person singular is used for pronoun a third person or person who is talking. It uses Dia. It is in English that there are differences between man, woman and things. But, in Indonesia there are differential, all of them is same. It uses Dia. And the last is third person plural. It is used for third person pronoun or used for person who is talking but it consist of more than one. The term is Mereka. It is used by on formal and casual condition. It is also used by each people who is older, younger, man or woman.

From that explanation, it can know that each people want to begin to interact or communication with others. They must use an address system first. But, to call people or society, someone has to know with
who she/he speaks. He/she can see from their Social Distance, their Solidarity, their Age, their Gender or their Social Background. It is not all of the pronoun are available include in the every terms of address system in the novel.

5.2. Suggestion

The writer gives a suggestion for the reader. Actually, in My Stupid Boss novel there are so many conversations of the characters. In this paper, the writer chooses one theory. It is an address system. But in that novel, if students want to analyze, she or he can analysis that novel based on Code mixing and Code Switching theory or maybe can chooses Register theory. Chosen Code Mixing and Code switching theory because in that novel many conversations that is used a mixing language/bilingual language. It is an Indonesia and English. While, if the student choose register theory because that setting novel is in an office. There are conversations that tell about thing which is related in the office.